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• Patient cost-sharing, like 
deductibles and coinsurance, is tied 
to list prices

• What are we getting from this cost-
sharing?

• Are we reducing overuse?
• Or are we increasing 

underuse?

• Spending on medicines is a poor 
proxy for social-welfare, or for 
overuse and underuse 
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Patient Cost-Sharing on Medicines



Are there health effects from cost-sharing?

● Cost-sharing is everywhere, and growing
○ Efficient if care is overused (moral hazard)

● But cost-sharing could also harm health if patients misperceive benefits and cut back of valuable 
treatments (behavioral hazard)
○ Hard choice problem: patient on 5 Rx could rank them in 120 different ways
○ High dimensional choice problem: survival, side-effects, symptoms, price amplified by distal 

nature of outcomes and proximal nature of prices  

● Growing literature on behavioral hazard 
○ Hospital spending “offsets” from small copayments (Chandra et al., 2010 AER)
○ After heart attack, cutbacks on drugs for… heart attack (Choudhry et al., 2011 NEJM)
○ Indiscriminate cutbacks: high- and low-value care alike (Brot-Goldberg et al., 2017 QJE)
○ Raises possibility that there is harm 



Detecting health costs of cost-sharing — 2 challenges

● Prices are not randomly assigned
○ Reflect past utilization; which reflects health and choices
○ Need randomization of prices (RAND, Oregon HIE)

● But most RCTs are totally under-powered to detect mortality
○ e.g., detecting 10% change in 1% mortality (age 65) requires n=325,000
○ Oregon HIE treatment group had n= 9,000; RAND HIE was n=5,500
○ So we use the price-elasticity of demand, as a proxy for health
○ (...but interpret this elasticity through the lens of moral-hazard)

● But demand response is indirect evidence
○ Physicians say patients are dropping “high-value” care
○ Economists say patients are dropping “low-value” care
○ What matters is health, not demand response



5 Facts on the health effects of cost-sharing for medicines

● Use design of Medicare Part-D to generate exogenous variation in end-of-year prices due to enrollment month
○ Deploy ML to boost power to detect mortality and sub-optimal decision making
○ Median price increase: 33.6% (11.0 p.p on average, $10.40/drug)

● Fact 1:
○ Causes 33% increase in mortality (~0.05 p.p./month)

■ Rational if 65 year olds had 1.5 years of life-expectancy; average is 20 years
■ Alternatively, implied life-year valuation at current life-expectancy: $6,630/year

● Fact 2, 3, 4
○ Patients drop life-saving drugs (statins, blood pressure) with large mortality effects
○ Highest-risk patients cut back at least as much; often cut back more
○ Happens in rich and poor zip codes

● Fact 5
○ Patient face complex choices, respond with deadly heuristics
○ ~20% increase in patients who drop to zero drugs. Why?

● Bonus Fact
○ Literature on ‘less medicines is more,’ polypharmacy as more than 5 medicines, is  picking up selection bias



OLS Intuition

Want a setting with power, that is relevant for public-policy: 
Medicare Part-D 



Earlier enrollees more likely to hit the coverage gap and catastrophic coverage, 
which generates December price differences by enrollment month

First Stage/ Reduced 
Form Intuition



All together



Machine learning lets us estimate individual-level risk 
● Same setup as in spending prediction

○ Use first 3 months of data
○ Fit ML ensemble in duals, predict OOS in non-duals

● Use acute events/complications as outcome variable
○ Cardiovascular: heart attack/stroke
○ Diabetes: Diabetes Complications index (e.g. 

amputation, DKA) 
○ Respiratory: respiratory failure, intubation, mechanical 

ventilation



Table 7: Demand Response by Risk



● 1 percent increase in coinsurance increases mortality by 3 
percent. Does not look like ‘harvesting’

● Price-elasticity of demand is not sufficient for welfare
● Large effect– but would still not be detected in any study
● Not only is there a mortality effect, behavior doesn’t look 

rational
○ High risk patients drop their medicines
○ 20% increase in dropping to zero medicines

● Behavioral mechanisms—why do some patient drop all drugs?
○ Inattention? Memory? Giving up?
○ Information? Stay-tuned 

• 3 Trillion $ Question: How do we redesign insurance to 
account for behavioral biases?

Wrapup
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